
Portfolio of Recent Work

Knowing all by the mastery of one (2016)

Four photographic prints on paper, each 59.4 x 84.1cm 





(installation view, un-stable.eu, Kunsthalle am Hamburger Platz, Berlin; photos courtesy Anna Bernhardt)



Numbers Descending (2016)

An ongoing performance work in which one million breaths are counted aloud backwards.

(courtesy of Nahmad Projects, London. Photo Benedict Johnson)



After Yvonne Rainer (2014)

Video score, 11 minutes 26 seconds

Video Score for musicians; multiple realisations: https://rishinsingh.com/bands-2/afteryvonnerainer/

https://rishinsingh.com/bands-2/afteryvonnerainer/


Eros Thanatos (2015)

Mixed media – helium, latex balloons, blu-tack, nails.



The space, a white room, is filled with microcosms of itself – semi-transparent white helium balloons and its 

negative potential – row upon row of sharp nails affixed to the floor.

The viewer is presented with the potentiality of sound. One can see the composition in its entirety: eventually 

the helium will seep out of each balloon causing it to float to the ground and either burst on a nail, or not. 

With any element of surprise or uncertainty dispensed with, all that is left for the viewer is to attend to the 

process of balloons stationary and in motion – small units of the space shifting, causing the overall 

configuration of the space to be always, gently, in flux.

As the balloons lose their buoyancy and shrink, eventually floating to the ground, the helium seeps out of 

them and into the space, meaning that the space still holds the same material, but in a different form.

Equally part of this ecosystem is the viewer whose movements entering, exiting and walking through the 

space, as well as their very breathing, create waves of air which alter the fragile architecture of the space.



A Twitcher's guide to Prenzlauer Berg (2015)

Mixed media – pencil drawings, text, paper, thread.

Illustrations and Design :: Anna Bernhardt

a twitcher’s guide to prenzlauer berg is a zine which gives life to imaginary bird names quoted in Varieties of 

Audio Mimesis: Musical Evocations of Landscape by Allen S. Weiss (Errant Bodies Press).

The zine functions as a form of a map. Readers navigate a relatively small area – Prenzlauer Berg – guided 

by drawings and descriptions of the habitat and calls of birds that don’t in reality exist. In providing false 

sonic and visual directions, the work asks the question of its readers what is encountered when one is 

looking for something that doesn’t exist?





Treephones (2017)

performance/installation; polyurethane earplugs, found sticks and twigs; dimensions variable



Excerpt from Room Sheet:

One need not take and wear a pair of Treephones in order to experience the sound of the work, as 
each pair of Treephones already visually suggests an individual piece of music expressed through 
their shape and texture. Each pair exist as potential music.

In viewing and participating in the work, one is required to relinquish, in part, our 
Anthropocentrism and abandon ourselves to 'plant agency', for we have a lot to learn from the non-
human inhabitants of this planet which we humans seem so determined in destroying.

The work is an exploration of the overlooked sounds and beauty of a particular place at a particular time, and 

a celebration of the otherwise ignored material of fallen twigs, sticks and leaves.



 



(yantra) Spelled in an Alphabet lost to Time (2017)

Collage; paper punch-outs on paper (42cm x 29.7cm)





Young Gods yantra (Joaquin Phoenix) (2017)

Collage; magazine punch-outs on paper (42cm x 29.7cm)





Entropia yantra (marie claire) (2017)

sculpture; magazine punch-outs and glue (200cm x 3cm x 3cm)



 



Haiku for The City and The Tower (2017)

Internet-based video installation, duration infinite

'The City and The Tower' is the Old Testament name for the Tower of Babel. It is written that at that 
time all the people on Earth spoke the same language, and travelled to a plain in Shinar, where they 
built a tower tall enough to reach Heaven. According to the myth God, angrily observing this, 
confounded their speech so that they could not understand each other, and scattered the different 
peoples across the Earth.

Haiku for The City and The Tower automatically generates and displays a false haiku (line structure: 
5 words, 7 words, 5 words, instead of 5 syllables, 7 syllables, 5 syllables) every 2 minutes, selecting 
words at random from all the writing systems of human languages existing on the Internet.

The work complicates the utopian idea of unfettered communication, which the Internet is said to 
deliver, and transforms sonic and communicative symbols into pure imagery. Even if a particular 
multilingual viewer were versed in tens of languages, given the number of extant languages and 
writing systems on the Internet, each haiku remains sonically and meaningfully unintelligible.

Below are screenshots from the video installation:








